How to get to Locanda dell'Amorosa
LOCANDA
DELL'AMOROSA
SINALUNGA

SIENA

La Locanda dellʼAmorosa is located just outside the town
of Sinalunga (1.5kms), in the province of Siena.
We strongly advise guests to travel by car: we are in
the country and public transport is extremely limited. In
addition, a car will be essential if you want to explore the
area surrounding the Amorosa.

By car
From Florence or Rome:
(distance from the A1 motorway toll booth 10 km)
Exit the A1 motorway at VALDICHIANA. Once past the toll booth, turn right and follow the
signs to SIENA. Enter the 4 lane S.G.C. Bettolle – Siena road in the direction of Siena. After
6kms circa, exit at SINALUNGA and turn left and left again. At the first roundabout, go straight
ahead. At the second roundabout turn right and after 15m, turn left. Turn left after the railway
line overpass, and continue straight ahead until you reach the cypress lined drive way on your
right. Locanda dellʼAmorosa lies at the end of the drive way.

From Siena or Perugia
From Siena: exit the four lane S.G.C. Bettole-Siena road at SINALUNGA and, once past the
ESSO gas station, drive straight ahead until you reach a roundabout. Proceed in the direction
of Torrita di Siena until you find, on your right, a long cypress tree lined avenue and the
entrance to the hotel.
From Perugia: from the A1 motorway exit, follow the same indications given to those arriving
from Florence or Rome (above)

From the center of Sinalunga
There are plenty of signs to Locanda dell'Amorosa (white signs with an arrow and AMOROSA
written on them). The hotel is just 1.5 kms away from the town and can be reached via the SP
326 road which, from Sinalunga, leads to Torrita di Siena.
Locanda dellʼAmorosaʼs long, cypress-tree lined entrance avenue lies parallel to the SP 14
road, also known as the “Traversa dei Monti”, which leads, via Montalcino, from Val di Chiana
all the way to Maremma Grossetana a Paganico.

By Train
Sinalunga railway station is linked to that of Siena (circa 40/55 minutes) and of Chiusi (circa
25/30 minutes). At Chiusi you can catch trains to Rome (circa 30 minutes)
Once you arrive at Sinalunga station, you can either rent a car or, if you prefer, we can
organize a private transfer to the hotel.

By Plane
The closest airports are:
• Siena - Ampugnano Km. 60 - (50 minutes)
• Perugia - Sant'Egidio Km.70 - (50 minutes)
• Firenze - Peretola Km. 120 - (1 hour and15 minutes)
• Pisa - San Giusto Km. 180 - (2 hours)
• Roma - Fiumicino Km. 230 - (2 hours and 15 minutes)

(estimated journey times are relative to journeys driving by car in normal traffic conditions)
Wherever you land, we suggest you rent a car at the airport and drive to the Locanda dellʼ
Amorosa following the instructions above. Donʼt want to drive? Weʼll be pleased to organize a
private transfer for you (on request).
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